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. . The present report “deals ‘withtemperattire ‘fieasure-
me”n~s en. cylinders of” 0.2 tp 3 millimeters ‘di~tieter in
,. longi~udinal;’and transverse air. flow .at speed s.”df 100 fO
300 mete”rs,per second. Within the”:expldred test” rangeg
that is; the probable” laminar–boundary-layer region; the
temperature of cylinders in axial’’f’low is practically in–
.,
~ dependent, ’of the speed and in good agreeme;t with Po&I-
Btiusen ts’’the”oreiical values;’ whereas, in transverse.”flow,
cylinders ’o~ certain diameter manifest a“close relation-
.
ship with speed, the ratio of the temperature above the
air of the body to the adiabatic stagnation temperature
.fi?s~-tiecriises with”risirig speed -and then rises again
.
from a Mach number of 0.6. The importance of this llspe–
cific temperature” of the body for heat-transfer studies
at high’ speed is discussed.’
,,
INTRODUCTION
,,
.\
,, ,,. .:
A body that neither,receives nor gives off heat, as-
sumes the’’te’rnfieratur”e””ofthe air in a flow at tow speed.
3ut. at airspeeds of the order of sonic velecity its tem-
perature is higher, as in that instance the “temperature
.,., Ptse , be”cause of the air~~ being slowed down to zero at
th~-s~rface Of-the body and’so c“ausin’gi.tS”’teKn@e$attireto
rise partiy through damming, partly through internal fric-
‘ t“ion, has”a.lready reached a~preciable values. This phe–
-,
nomenon ‘is of ‘technical importance in many respects.
When the temperature in a flowing gas is recorded, the
“.temperatu’re of-the thermometer, of course, registers the
same increase;” hence the latter must be known. if-the true
--__---___—-——_—_—___——-—_..—_——----- ...—.--.-———---.----—--———
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gas temperature is to be obtained from the thermometer
reading. The knowledge of the temperature of the un-
heated body in air flow is a requisite for heat-transfer
estirlates.. If the bo”dy, becaus’e of heating or cooling,
has a higher or lower temperature than it would have un-
heated, it gives off or a%sorb.s heat. On aircraft these
phenomena becorle significant by wing—skin cooling, insu—
lation of pressure cabins, and icing.
The temperature which the unheated body assumes in
the air stream is hereinafter termed its ‘tspecific tem–
perature .l! Aside from several older experiments with
thermocouples stretched along the axis of Laval nozzles,
the available datia on spec>ific temperature measurements
are limited. to those by Mei.ssner (reference l).:-A,nd.
these deal only with a thermocouple of a certain form ‘that
,had been used for heat transfer measurements. -F-or this
reason we made several fundamental tests for determining
the specific temp.a~ature nn s’imple body s.hape.s, the study
of which was perm.itte~ by the small air stream available,
After :t~ne..ey,per:i:mentswere completed a report by “Hilton
(re:f,er,e:n%e..~),,o.n similar tests appeared, :inprint..
.,,. ... ....., ,,.-:..:-.. -.,.,.. :
..,,
,,. .
,.. ,.
Th~ equations for the stationary process of heat ex-
change and motion in a gas read:
.
Contiguity equation div(py) = O (1)
I?iquation of motion. (reference 3a)
p(y grad)y-=2’ gra’d(ndef ~j”-$’grad~; div y)-gradp (2)
.!..,?.,,
~,,,: ..-.,.. . .
..!., ,.. ,‘,
Energy-,,~~u.at$.o,n!(qef:e.re.nc,.e3a).:j .... ,.:,, ~;
.. ..,.. , .-, ..+.
,.,,.. :, ... ,. ,., .:
pg(~ grad.c ~#)-E grad.p = .di,v(k’”grad~~),+~dissipation
-,.{ awx)2+ I
function I , —–
\ ?)Xj ,“””” (3)L
where w is the speed vector, p the pressure, $ the
tempera;ur”e, p the density, u the viscosity, X the
heat conductivity, CP the specific heat of the gas, and
g the accelera-tion due to gravity.
At low speeds the term with the dissipation function
II “.,
___ ..
..
. .
.
.
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-can b-e d~S.COIIn t-ed.
‘And.,if $hs values- pa,.ll,.:cm, and k
,“
themsel~ves are” treat6d as constant , similar ity’of speed,
ternper”a”tufe,,and pfes,sure js afforded-for two “processes
when the boundaries of the’ problem are geometrically simi-
lar , when the temperature and v,elocity fields” are pimilar
at the boundaries and the”’two constants Re =
I’r .
wo2/u and
v/a(v = q/p kinematic viscosity, a =i/pgc ,
8 ; ;Z%eperature conductivity) each have the same magnitu e
Wo is”a typical speed te be read from the boundary condi—
“tions and ? a ,repr’esentative length. Since the equations
contain only temperature and pres’sure gradients , it is
sufficient for the two temperature and pressure fields at
the boundaries if the differences relative to a chosen
reference point are similar for the two processes.. Then
‘the excess temperatures and excess pressures in the tem–
Perature and pressure fi.eld,swhich would be obtained a.s
so}ution of equations (1) to (3) are themselves, similar
over the s~me reference point.
At high speeds, the term with the dissipation function
may not be disregarded. Even though the material values
including density ‘ p are still treated as constant , the
above conditions from the comparison of the term in the
energy equation’ containing the dissipation fimc$ion, we
‘supplemented by a further constant, whi~h, after multi—
plication” by the Reynolds number, takes the form
c~g ,~o/wo2, where . 1% is again a representat.i,ve hi,gh
temperature taken from the boundary conditions. The
temperature rise caused by adiabatic damming of the gas
flow at speed W. on the speed zero, ,is $ad 5
W02
-.—.- So the above constagt,can equally be employed in
2gcp”
.
the form /“’80 +,a~. In the temperature field the excess
temperatures *. above the. chosen reference point at.
similarly located points can &hen be nondimensionally
h~ritten in the form
., ,.
,s
.’
,,
--=.. .,-
.“.””
+
—— = f
.,. ( )Re, Pr, ~–.,9..0 .......,.— “?ad)”<.. (4)
. . .. . .
whence f“ollows the dimens,i(?nless heat transfer coefficient
‘;N1., by formation .oflt’he..ternpe,raturegradient at.the wall
...’
. . .
. . ,
“’[l”.’-’...,.,:-.,,3,AL,,”..”. “..~ :“ .“ “--,.. .. [Nun= S#= -––.-k = f;’ ~e,’pr ,”:’_%) (5)~~ ‘ad
A
lw
,\
f/,;?y
1 , ,,,,, ,,,,,, , I ml 11. 1.. n n , ,,, !!!!...!!...,!,.!..!..,--! . .-! ..-— -. ,----- . . I ..-. —,-------- - .—.-—.. . .
—
,, ,,,,..,,,..,.,. .!. . . . . ---- . . . . . . -...—....———— —--- , —.. — . . . . ,, ,
. .
l
.
-:(a .Iieat transfer ooefficierit; ” ti’~directing at right
,angles -to ,the wall ),. In. the case:w.here: there is no ex-
chang~.”of heat with the wall, e,quati,ng the differential
.... .....
.[)
,.
. . .. ,a”~-~ ; ,..
,..”, ;,
;~~otien~; –-lQ
.,.
: tc zero affords’ ,,
,.,, b y, .,’.,.
,.
.,,. ., ,.
‘“‘
.,
‘.,:
,. ,! ..
e
,. fz (Re, ~T)———— =..,.
,9
,. . aq:.,. ‘,,...
-.....,)...,,, .
which .def,inqs the excess ‘temperature +e ef the unheated
wall. Pohlhausen (reference 4) has computed the tempera–
ture ;-V
.e “reached by a plate-shape thermometer in a rapid
gas.~fl~w, when the assumpt.i$n justified “here is made (ref–
erence 5) “that the density p i$ constant and the bound–
ary layer Iaminar . The result can be made t? agree with
the .f~regoing by
,9e
——— . f (Pr)
,$
ad’
(6)
The relationship with th,e””lleynoldsnumber ceases for lam-
inar flow, as indicated,in table 1. For Pr = 0.6 t@2,
%9
e
——— =,
+ f-Pr is a close approximation.
ad .,!
.,
TABLE l:- TEMPERATUfiE OF PLATE IN AXIAL FL(?W WITH LAMINAR
BOUNDARY LAYER (POHLHAUSEN)
1
0 Pr ();6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 10 100 1ooo
.
‘$e~l~ad... 0.’77 0.835 0.895 0.95 1 1.05 2.96 6.7 12.9
In the case of variable density, as it almost always
does in reality at high speeds, the previous equation
must be supplemented by the equation of state p = f(p, T),
which restricts ,the number of similar cases considerably.
The study hereinafter is ‘confined to gase~ that follow
the equation of state P=gpRT, with R the gas con-
stant and T the a%solute gas temperature. At constant
P similarity of excess .temperat~~e @nd pressure above a ‘
,..’ ,..
..: .,” ::
—.—
.
.
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chosen reference point was sufficient for the compared
processes. Now by”variable the density fields them–
selves shall be similar. 3utptnis ,supplementary demand
can ‘oe reconeile~ with the equation of state only in the
presence of similitude of absolute., temperature and pres-
Surei not merely for the excess temperatures and pres—
suresl .“
An illustrative example of this fact in the heat
transfer of gas” on the pipe wall is given. The gas in
the entrance section of’the” pipe has the constant tem-
perature Tgo, the pipe wall throughout its length the
constant temperature Tw. Then the fields of’ excess’ tem–
.
perature t~o =“T go -“ Tw at” the boundary are always simi-..
lar for all possible cases, irrespective of the magnitude
of %. and Tw individually, and the field of the
dimensionless excess temperatures can be represented by
an equation of the form of equation (4) , so long as k
is constant. On the, other hand, .the fields of the abso-
lute temperature maintain similitude only if Tw/Tg or
o
@Tgo is constant. Only so long as this condition at
the boundary is satisfied does equa,tion (4) hold for the
temperature field.
So for arbitrary temperatures it must be’ compleme.nt–
ed by the parameter quantity ;Qo/Tgo and reail , ,
., ,.
+0 =f(R.e, Pr, ?~o/3Qad, ,~o/Tgo)
Then constant
“o/~’a~ itself c“an be transformed. by mul-
tiplication with the reciprocal value of the temperature
ratio &o/T.go: .. .,,. . ..’..
.’ .. . ..
.,
T T. 2gcpTgo.. . ’40 L30 2 g Cp” ;~o’:,.~o
-—— ——,+ = ————A——- - ——— = ---—- -—--- (7)
‘vail ‘Qm ‘. 2 a:’90” ““.Wo ‘,.
~o .“
.,, .
. .
The sonic velocity of the”gas in ,qu’e~sti”onat the qntrance
section is given,bi .
——————— - —.———.— ————-
a= Jg ~ l?,Tgo = Jg(~ - l)”cp !go
whence .
jj4~\
,f,nm I mnmmu,,, ,, , , ,, ,,. ,, ,,,,,,,,,,.,,-,,.,,,.,-. ,-. !!!!-. ., ., .m .11 . !.
. . . . . . . . . . . ----
.,
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The tern we/a is the Mach nuinber Ma and (1$- 1) is
. .
constant for gas at a certain Prandtl number. Hence the
above equation can equally be written as
>
The specific temperature of a body in the flow follows in
the same manner ,.by putting the temperature gradient at
its surface equal to’ zero. The result then is
,. ?Qe
——- = f2(Re, Pr, Ma)
T,.
~~
. .
or ; when’ dividing the equation on both sides by the Mach
number to squares and effecting slight changes at the
left side:
A e
.-..— = f3(Re, Pr, Ma)
,0
ad
I?or the determination of the heat–transfer coefficient
at high speed additional considerations a??e dictated, Of
itself the heat—transfer coefficient a enters the cal–
culations through an arbitrary equation
,.
This proves appropriate to the extent that for forced
convection and IOW speed the so—defined heat—transfer
coefficient is independent of the temperature difference
a as long as the material quantities can be treated
a~’constant, for the temperature does not occur in
Nusseltls constant Nu = a l/L formed with the heat
transfer coefficient or in the others (Re, Pr). By free
-------------------------------------------------------
*With *o/Tgo the temperature ’relationship of the other
values (n, ~, Cp) itself is affcrded, as far as it can
be represented by power functions of the absolute temper—
ature.
. .—— —— ,,. . .. .......... .... , .,..,,,,,
. .
!
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convection, to be stife, a relaticin with temperature dif–
ference *O still exists because of-Grashofls constant
(G?, .= , 13 g iqop?, $ = coefficientof expansion),, but
th.i.s,.isknown. ,to be small (in ,free flow past a plate or
a pipe ~~~),. Alth~ugh a heat-transfer. coefficient is .
defined at high speeds, the aim here also must be to ‘.’
achieve independence , or,at least, little de’pe’ndence.f~om
t,he.excess temperature. Such is certainly not the case
if , at low speeds, a,.is referred to the temperature
difference of the wall relative to the flowing gas (T% –
Tw) with the equation ,’.
. .
..
q= dTgo - Tw) = A($:)w (8)
.“:
. . .
w.here is heat transfer per unit area per unit time.
Figure la to lC shows the temperature curve (Tg) in
the boundary layer at high speeds. Outside the boundary
layer the gas is to have a temperature Tgn. If the
wail neither receives nor gives off heat ?q =0), it
assumes , according to the foregoing; the specific tem-
perature Te. Then the temperature in the boundary layer
must have the curve shown in figure lb. .But if the wall
~emperature is higher than the specific temperature (fig.
la), the wall transmits heat to the gas; if it is lower
the wall absorbs heat (fig. c). The’ tangent of angle c
is , according to equatian (8) , proportional, to this heat
volume q. For the unheated”wall (q=o), which assumes
‘a temperature Tw = Te > Tgo ‘(fig. lb), a = ois oh–”
..
tained, according, to equation (8).” On the other hand,
there must then be a wall temperature Tw = Tgo at
which t,,hegas gives off heat , that is, q+o. This
case is i,liustrated in figure .lc. In this instance a =~o
There is therefore “amarked dependence on the .ternperature
difference. The only way to avoid this is to define a
as follOws:
,.
,.
(9)
2hen”the heat-tr”ansfer ”’coefficient is independent of the,
temperature at least in first approximation. The pfemise
for computing the heat transfer then is, of course, knowl–
edge of the specific temperature; “’
.
..
.
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When, ‘-’”therefore, “the heat–transfer ‘coefficient , ac-
cording to equation (9)9.is referred to Te - Tw, the
temperature-difference at both sides of the equation can-
cels , thus leaving the same, formula as at “low speeds:
Nu = $“‘____&?___’
1-+ %(pr - 1)
‘o
(15)
Thus the heat-transfer coefficient defined according to
equation (9) is, according to this theory, actually inde–
pendent of the temperature. The same result is obtained
with an exact mathematical treatment of the heat transfer
on a flat plate (reference 5).
Equation (13) was evaluated in ,figure 2, with Ten
Bosch’s version of speed rat”io wg/wo (reference 7. )
This same equation as equation (14), wherein the resist–
ante coefficient 5 must be replaced by the referred
shearing stress at the wall, applies equally to the
specific temperature of a plate in axial turbulent flow.
Figure 3 shows the temperature variation of a plate with
with well—sharpened leading edge plotted against the
Reynolds number formed with the distance from the plate
circumference. Such a plate develops first a, laminar
boundary layer which at a critical Reynolds num”ber be–
comes turbulent. In interference-free infl:ow,this crit-
ical Reynolds number is 5X105 . To this. number Pohl.hausenls
theory is then applicable (reference 4). From there on,
equation (13) was resorted to, the speed ra’’tio wg/wo
being again computed in the same manner as by Ten Bosch.*
SET-UP AND MEASURE1lENTS
The tests included circulati cylinders and various
pitotlike shapes at different temperature arid speeds ap-
proaching that of sound(fig.i 4).’
-—————--- -----______-_.________.___-——-— —,-—--------- -—-—
*’Ten Bosch gives the speed, ratio for a turbulent ,boundary
layer starting at plate leading edge; wg/wc was c~mputed
in the same manner for a turbulent boundary layer origi—
nating from laminar flow at Re = 5X105.
. . .
. .
.
.
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The c“ircul.a.r, cylinders in,.t,ran,sverse flow (fig. 4 ,A)
consisted of br’ass t“ubes.-of i , 1..5, 2, and 3 millimeters
diame.ter,.an,d 0.1 rnillimeter, wall ;thickneis. .The tu%es a
were f,illed.in the center with ,solder b,, oyer a’ length
of about 6 millimeter’s , holding’ the thermocouple’ wires c
of mangane se–cons tantan of 0.2 millimeter size, electri–
d.tally insulated by thin glass tubing The brass tubes
were just long enough to ‘extend a little to either side
beyond the air stream and served as leads for the glass
tubes held in stirrup f (fig. 5). The thin brass tubes
in conjunction with the inserted glass tubes were intended
to keep the ,heat-losses at, a minimum by deflection from
t“he test ,s,t.ation,.. T,his was achieved with the smaller di-
ameters; whereas no, mea.sure.ments with greater di’f~eren.ces
between .spe,ci-fictemperature and room tempeq.ature could
be made on the tubes with 2 and 3 millimeters diameter
because of the appearance of instrumental errors due to
heat d,i:ss.ipatiomat low air speed. The. thermocouples
thems,elv,es, .carefully butt–soldered to prevent thickening
at the seam, served’ as cylinders “of”0.2
‘~iam”e’ter. ‘ . .
. .
Tie pitot-shaped bodi”es (fig., 4, B
‘$ras’s tu?jirig ‘a of 0,1 millimeter wall
and 6 millimeters dia~eter,” carried the
and 0.5 millimeter
to E’),.also’ of”
thickness and 2
junction 3 in
front (C and E) or a“ little distant from-the’ tip (B and
D)”; two were rounded off (D and X); the other two had a
tip (B and C),.,
...
The air was stipplied’h’y a single–stage’ rotary %lower
(Klein–S.chanzlin and Becker ,Co”rnpa,ny)of 400” cubii?”-qeters
per ~hour capacity. ‘An oil Separator, cooler, and electric
heating elemetit were installed “in’the pre”ssure line. I’n
the cooler the air was cooled to approximately room tem–
perature and dried by the removal of the water; by regu–
lating the heat output it could be heated again to 500 C.
The pressure line b is joined’by the pressure chamber
a (fig. 5), from which the air escaped to the outside
through a rectangular nozzle c of 26xll ~quare milli-
meters cross section: The test. bodies. d .were.held on
a stirrup e in the air streaT, above the nozzle. For the
measurements on thermocouples in.axia,l flow, the latter
were inserted through the nozzle and f,aste.ned to a stir—
r.up f in the pressure chamber. The excess pressure in
“the pressure c“hamb’erwas measured with a ~ercury”mantimeter
the air temperature with a“ thermocou~le g mounted cross—
wise before the nozzle. For measuring the, specific tem-
perature , the thermocouple soldered into the tube was
connected opposite to that disposed in the pressure cham-
‘.<:,,,,
.4.,
.
,.
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b“er, thus affording the difference At %etween the air
temperature in’the cham%er and the specific temperature
direct. The measurement was accomplished by compensation
with a Lindeck-Rothe instrument (reference “8). E,v.a1ua-
ti’on of the” m“e’~surementi further re~uires the knowledge
of the te.nlperatur”e‘in the air. stream. Sihce this is not
directly ohtai”nabl.e.,~:it was com>ut”e’dfronr’.the pressure
chamber temperature, ~.ec>orded wi”t’h.thermobouple g on
the assumption” that the air in t-he nozzle exparids ‘adia-
batica~ly up to outside pressure.; :.This certainly holds
true for the core of the air stream %ecause the boundary
layer in which the friction 10SS%S.’a,nd contingent ef-
fects due to heat dissipation, On the nozzle Wall occur
has surely not advanced as far as the stream center in
the short distancg over the no~zle where the test body
was mounted (about.5 to 10 mm). This assumption can be
checked readily by measuring the dynamic pressure with a
pitot tube substituted at the place where the tubes. are
otherwise . If th,e change from pressure-into–motion energy.
is accomplished without loss, the pitot tube must register
the chamber pressur:~ which is not reached if loss,es occur.
This measurement disclosed at 558 millimeters mercury
column , excess chamber pressure , a difference of 2 rnill,i-
meters, mercury colum, or 0.3 percent between it and the
pressure registeredon the pitot tube, The sam,e condi-
tions prevailed at the other speeds in the flow..
The computed air temperature in the jet therefore
indicates the true value.:very accurately, and the.meas-
ured temperature in the c~amber is equal to the temperature
which the air in the jet assumes by adiabatic da,mmi,ng.
The airspeed in the jet can be computed in the same manner
from the measured e~ces,s pressure in the pre.sstire chamber
on the basis of adiabatic expansion.
,.
~ESU,LTS OF TESTS ,
,.
,,, -, ,. .,
The results W’ith th.q cylinder in transverse flow
have been ”compiled i’n‘table 2. It contains,’ besides the
measured and com’pute.d’.v’alues, the airspeed w ‘and’the
adiabatic temperature rise ,“.~a’d, the temperature ratio
*’e/,9
ada th,at,is, t,he excess temperature of the, body over
the air in ratio to the adiabaiic temperature ri-se, and
lastly the Reynolds ,nurnberand the Mach. number. The
calculation of the constants was” based on the ki”nemati”c
viscosity and the sonic v“elocity at. mean boundary layer”
temperature about the cylinder, that is, at temperature
ti - (At i-mJad)/2.
,<j
,&
,. .
‘%,+;- ..
-.
.
.
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Each wire diameter was subjected to three tests: Ini.
the first the “air temperature in the chamber was kept at
~rovtid 50° C.rin the second to about room temperature, in
the”t-bird.the air temperature in-the pressure chamber was
so regulated for each” speed that the specific temperature
of the cylinder equaled room temperature, hence precluding
instrumental errors due to. dissipation. On the :tubes with
more than 1 millimeter. diameter these ‘errors at 50° air
temperature .in the chamber were. already so pronounced ‘that
these measurements were omitted in the tabulation. And
since their ratio to jet width (11 mm) is also unfavor-
ably great at the larger diameters, the test data are more
uncertain than”on the smaller tubes ,
In figtire 6 the temperature ratio- ,~e/.?ad is.plotted
against the air” speed, in”figure 7 against Machls number.
‘The line drawn through the points of each test series is
identified by “the number of the test series in table 2.
The relationship between temperature ratio and speed is
very plain, especially for the 0.5 and 1 millimeter diam–
eters. The measur~ments at different pressure chamber
temperatures in relatien to Machfs number are fairly well
~~‘grouped about a single curve. The still-existing differ–
ences between the separate lines range within experimental
accuracy . A closer study of the curves shows that as a
rule the test ‘series with high air temperature place
lowest, those with the air in the chamber at room temper–
ature ,‘highest, and those with the adapted chamber tem-
perature in between. This shows that the differences are
chiefly due to heat dissipation, which were unavoidable
by the small jet dimensions.
,.
Plotted against the lleynolds number the differences
between the /’??e? ad values of”the individual test series
is even greater than when plotted against the speed.
As a check on whether the flat aspect of the
~e/ lv~d
lines for diameters from 1.5 millimeters upward was due
‘%’szesja$~-’millimetiersandto the small air-jet dimensions, tests weredup;,>q~},~~ on two larger nozzles (14 X Q
19 x 44”millimeters). Yor .002, 0.5, and 1 millimeter
cylinder diameter the so obtained test data checked close-
ly with those in figure 7; whereas for the 2 and 3 milli-
meter cylinder diameter the temperature ratios ie/,~ad
,,
...
measured in the greater air streams place lower than in
figure 7 and approach theaspeet!,,of the ~$e/%~ad lines for
0.5 an~ ,1 millimeter, and so ccnfirms the suspicion that
.e9 NACA Technical Memorandum No. 1000 13
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‘“it%--flat”aspect i-s due’to the liWited. jet.dimens.i.ons.
..” The ‘principal constant defining the proces’s is,
according to,figure 7, the Mach number, supplemented by.
.’ the Reynolds number effect, otherwise the ‘e/”ad ,valUes
,“ for 0.2 rn’il’limeterwire diameter and those for 0.5 and
1 millimeter would coincide. , The upward bend at first
of the decreasing ‘.e[+ad v~lue’s with ascending Mach
number , made especially plain by the 0.5 and 1 millimeter
diameter although the other cylinder diameters also in-
dicate it, is probab”ly “attributable t~ the fact that at
the corresponding Mach number the highest speed occurring
on the cylinder cir&umference equals the spee”d of sound.
In the potential flow of an incompressible medium the
.mlaximum speed at the cylinder circumference is twice a+
high as the flow. velocity. In the compressible medium it
is even higher. Kaplan, (reference 9) arrived at 0.425 as
Mach!s number formed with the flow velocity, where the
maximum speed equals the speed of sound. The Mach number
for which ‘i..e/+ad is minimum in the graphs, is located
at about 0.6. This is due to the fact that, because of
the boundary layer separation, the maximum speed at the
cylinder is. lower than in the potential flow.
Figure 8 represents the test data for axial wires
of 0.2, 0.5, and 2 millimeters diameter, with the chamber
temperature about equal, to room temperature. Forming
Reynolds number with the wire length from the beginning of
the narrowest nozzle section to the junction, it ranges
between 0.5x105 and 5X105 in the measurements. In inter–
ference-free flow the boundary layer is laminar within
this zone. For air at room temperature, which has a
Prandtl number Pr = 0,’714 (reference 10)$ figure 3 and
table 1 give a temperature ratio *e/*ad of 0.842, which
is in very good agreement With the measurements. At the
quoted Reynolds numbers the thickness of the laminar
boundary layer at the cylinder amounts to about 1/10 mil–
Iimeter. In spite of the value, no longer small in
respect to its diameter with the weakest wire, the curva-
ture of the boundary layer has no effect on the specific !
temperature. .
The tests with the pitotlike bodies B to E (fig. 4)
had the same aspect as on the axial cylinder. The tem-
perature
‘e/oad was practically independent of the
speed. For forms D and E the ratio ,Qe/*aa amounted to
.14 NACA” Technical Memorandum No. 1000
about 0.8, on forms B and II it had about the same magni-
tude as on the axially placed cylinder of figure 8 (0.83
at low speeds with a slight rise to 0.86 at 300 m/s).
Such bodies are therefore quite suitable for temperature
recording in high-speed air flow (reference 11).
COkiPARISON wrTH OTHER TEsT DATA
Hiltonfs measurements (reference 2) in the high–speed
wind tunnel were made OQ a plate thermometer of poorly
heat–conducting material (’Tufnol). His
~el+a~ values of
0.87 to 0.89 at ileynolds numbers of around 0.8x 105 to
3.6x 105 Are a little higher than our own on axial wires.
He also tested streamline and circular cylinders of the
same material in transverse flow, and measured the local
specific temperature. He also noticed discontinuities
in relation to the speed and likewise attri”~uted these to
the appearance of local supersonic speeds in combination
with shock waves, Measuring on a circular cylinder of 6
millimeters diameter the specific temperature at different
points, he found a ?9e/$ad ratic of about 0.88 at the
forward stagnation point, of 0.46 at the side, and 0.22
at the rear. This result likewise is indicative of the
fact that the flatness of the curves in figure 7 for ’cyl–
inder’ diameters in excess of 1 millimeter is attributable
to the small jet dimensions.
‘1’ranslation by J. Vanier,
National ’Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
..
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Table 2.- Smecific temperature of cylinders in transverse flow.
1est.No.
1
—
2
—
3
—
4
—
6
—
6
. -
7
8
—. —*-—__—_— -.
e
tR Aw’
“c mm QS
cy-linder-Chamber
dia.temper~tur(tf
Temp.-Diff. Adiab. e.
chomber~AirspeedTemperature%=
speci~mp. ( drop Re
w @ad l—g
“c ml.s “c
Atmosph.
press.
Pa
mm QS
755,0
766,0
755,0
755,0
755,0
mm 0 c,
49,9
49,9
49,9
49,9
49,9
15,9
15,7
14,8
15,2
14,9
14,8
0,2 15,2
1,5,3
15,3
20,4
22,1
23,6
24,3
26,6
27,4
27,7
28;6
29,7
.2,-45
7,56
9,55
11,8
13,1 i
Ocf.,
176L$ 10,3
221& - 25,8
275 37,4V
306~ 46,5d
336, 55,4~
0,162
0,695
0,745
0,746
0,764
0,731
0,725
0,715
0,709
0,711
0,770
0,782
0,761
0,784
2020
2680
3500
4030
4550
——
1790
2370
2910
3380
3670
4110
4300
4620
6190
91
253
409
562
706
0,494
0,630
0,793
0,890
0,983
0,378
o,49i
0,591
0,68C
0,722
0,799
0,831
0,882
0,971
127Vq
166-
197
225
238
262
272
287
314
8,25
13,7
19,2
25,0
28,2
33,9
36,6
40,7
47,4
79
139
752,0
752,0
752,0
752,0
752,0
762,0
752,0
752,0
752,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
766,0
2,22
3,73
5,49
7.30
206
278
327
417
458
528
652
8;17
7,82
7,99
9,74
10,24
133 “
168
193
220
243
263
278
290
320
8,81~
13,8
18,8
24,0
29,3
34,2
38,3
41,6
60,8
0,735
0,735
0,745
0,751
0,751
0,768
0,778
0,756
0,787
1870
2410
2820
3290
3710
4100
4400
4670
5330
0,392
0,49E
0,585
0,66S
0,732
0,797
0,84t
0,887
0,987
18,4
18,6
18,6
18,6
18,6
18,7
18,6
18,6
18,6
“84
140
196
260
334
404
471
523
690
2,33
3,68
4,80
6,05
7,32
7,94
8,50
10,18
10,83
53,4
53,4
63,4
63,4
53,4
17,7
17,7
17,7
17,7
18,2
17,9
0,5 18,8
17,7
17,2
3,54
11,76
11,51
11,10
14,09
140b
233
283
318
339
9,5.!
26,6
39,2
50,3
56,8
0,626
0,559
0,707
0,781
0,759
0,692
0,622
0,595
0,606
0,630
0,682
0,750
0,792
0,797
3990
6590
8750
10150
11150
4500
6010
7240
7800
8800
9640
10580
11360
12510
82
255
425
592
705
743,0
742,0
741,0
740,0
740,0
761,0
751,0
751,0
761,()
751,0
751,0
751,0
751,0
761,0
0,36:
0,667
0,813
0,922
0,991
/\
0,384
0,503
0,591
0,634
0,706
0,765
0,833
0,881
0,954
80
144
202
239
302
370
464
536
649
83
140
198
263
330
409
463
530
683
2,64
5,47
7,78
8,78
10,1
10,1
9,27
8,69
9,68
130
169.~
197
211
234
252
274
288
8,4
14,2J
19,1
22,0
27,1
31,4
36,7
41,3
47,3309
r21,123,627,028,331,130,729,028,431,4 17,6 766,0766,0766,0766,0766,0766,0766,0766,0766,0 0,387o,49t0,68(0,6570,7220,78S0,82S0,8760,96218,118,218,418,418,318,718,718,9 8;32 197 19,2 0,667 691010,4 222 24,4 0,573 791012,0 244 29,8 0,595 870011,7 265 34,9 0,663 965011,8 277 38,0 0,714 102809,62 290 41,9 0,771 1091012,4 319 60,7 0,755 12210
10,1 228 26,5 0,602 14240
10,2 274 37,1 0,725 17740
10,4 312 47,9 0,783 20850
10,8 335 55,7 0,806 22980
2,70 129J 8,2{ 0,665 9810
4,99 163 13,1 0,627 11940
7,66 196 18,8 0,602 14710
8,96 222 24,2 0,633 17190
9,18 242 29,1 0,688 18950
9,07 260 33,4 0,731 20580
8,19 271 36,5 0,778 21720
8,19 284 40,6 0,800 22980
8,44 298 44,0 0,819 24450
8,44 308 46,9 0,821 26500T49,949,949,949,912,512,51 12,112,212,512,912,212,713,013,2 0,6510,79s0,94C0,981IF-40,4890,6890,6760,7390,79C0,833,0,8750,9220,955252405579708 756,0766,0756,0756,080135201272342408466530596662 760,0760,0749,0749,0749,0749,0749,0749,0749,0749,0
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T
inder.
dia
mm
1
‘emp.-Diff.
:hawber/
wc.temp.
At
“c
Adiab.
:mperatur
drop
$ad
“c
Chamber
imperatur
tj
Oc
Room-
cmperatu:
tR
“c
16,9
17,2
17,6
16,8
18,2
18,6
18,8
19,0
19,6
Zhamberpre5s,
A~<
mmQS
83
139
198
266
327
405
462
530
647
ktmospb.
press.
Pa
mm QS
.—
766,6
766,5
766,5
766,5
766,5
766,5
766,5
766,5
766,5
esf
N0.
\irspeed
w
mls
132
168
197
223
243
264
277
292
313
Re
9230
11820
13850
16020
17530
19160
20570
21870
23820
14100
18200
21800
24800
27500
30400
32600
34200
37500
Ma
L),388
D,495
0,581
D,661
~,~~1
13,785
D,829
D,875
0>943
0,384
0,489
0,583
0,655
0,719
0,784
0,830
0,864
0,937
19,8
22,4
26,5
Z7,2
29,3
31,1
29,0
30,1
30,3
3,24
6,76
8,33
10,6
11,4
11,5
10,7
10,4
10,3
8,6
14,0
19,1
24,6
29,3
34,4
37,9
42,1
48,7
~,~
13,2
18,6
22,6
27,8
3~,7
36,4
39,4
45,9
s,1
13,5
18,8
24,4
29,4
34,0
37,8
42;4
48,8
0,625
0,590
0,566
0,566
0,611
0,666
0,717
0,752
0,787
0,715
0,713
0,741
0,750
0,762
0,782
0,786
0,799
0,820
0,706
0,692
0,682
0,743
0,775
0,788
0,797
0,807
0,819
9
—
11,8
11,8
13,7
13,7
14,4
14,4
14,1
14,9
15,4
81
137
200
254
327
402
467
514
637
78
136
200
266
336
400
463
540
655
62
120
210
287
404
501
608
761,5
761,6
761,5
761,5
761,5
761,5
761,5
761,5
761,5
765,0
765,0
765,0
765,0
765,0
765,0
765,0
765,0
765,0
2,35
3,80
4,82
5,67
6,64
7,16
7,80
7,94
8,24
2,40
4,16
6,(S5
6,28
6,65
7,25
7,70
8,20
8,83
2,64
4,21
6,53
7,36
8,72
9,08
9,58
2,30
3,83
5,1~
6,16
7,28
8,00
8,40
8,79
9,32
——
1,64
2,87
3,90
5,04
5,90
6,70
7,12
7,62
8,12
129
163
194
217
237
257
271
382
304
128
166
195
222
244
262
276
292
314
122
160
207
235
271
293
314
190
171
200
224
246
264
278
293
320
10
1,5
16,4
16,0
15,9
18,7
18,7
19,0
19,4
19,6
19,8
18,3
20,9
22,I
25,2
25,8
27,2
27,0
27,9
28,7
13400
17500
!20900
23800
26600
28700
30700
32900
36000
0,377
0,490
0,578
0,658
0,726
0,781
0,826
0,877
0,948
11
34,4
36,2
41,5
44,0
44,4
44,5
44,4
17,3
18,1
18,9
19,7
19,9
19,6
19,6
18,2
18,5
18,6
18,6
18,7
18,9
18,6
19,0
19,0
761,0
761,0
761,0
761,0
761,0
761,0
761,0
75~,5
752,5
752,5
752,6
752,5
752,5
752,5
762,6
752,5
7,4
12,6
21,2
27,9
36>3
42,5
48,9
8,3
14,4
19,8
24,8
29,9
34,5
38,3
42,6
50,6
0,643
0,668
0,693
0,736
0,760
0,787
0,804
15400
20300
26400
30200
35700
39400
43300
0,350
0,460
0,595
0,677
0,787
0,855
0,922
0,382
0,504
0,591
0,663
0,732
0,788
0,831
0,881
0,969
12
2 0,724
0,735
0,742
0,752
0,757
0,768
Q781
0,794
0,816
17900
23600
28300
31700
35300
38100
40700
43700
48600
19,4
22,2
23,7
25,4
26,1
27,6
27,8
27,4
28,0
7s
144
205
266
335
41)~
463
535
685
85
143
200
267
335
400
461
543
631
13
12,2
12,2
12,7
13,3
13,7
14,2
14,9
15,4
16,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
762,0
131
166
194
219
239
257
271
287
30~
8,5
13,6
18,5
23,7
28,3
32,7
36,2
40,9
45,6
8,4
13,9
24,2
29,4
34,2
38,5
41,7
49,2
19,0
0,808
0,790
0,790
0,788
0,792
0,793
0,803
0,814
0,822
—.
0,789
0,772
0,746
0,757
0,767
0,773
0,783
0,803
0,771
28500
36900
43800
50400
65600
60900
64800
69700
74200
0,390
0,497
0,583
0,660
0,725
0,783
0,827
0,880
0,930
14
3
—
27400
36000
48200
53500
58700
63100
66400
73800
42400
0,385
0,495
0,657
0,726
0,788
0,838
0,874
0,956
0,582
18,9
20,8
22,8
24,0
25,0
25,4
25,8
26,2
20,6
17,8
18,6
17,2
17,1
16,9
16,9
16,8
17,0
17,2
764,5
764,5
764,5
764,5
764,5
764,5
764,5
764,5
76.5,0
1,78
3,18
5,68
7,15
8,00
8,75
9,07
9,70
4,37
131
168
221
243
263
279
290
315
196
81
141
266
335
407
476
531
674
202
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Figure 2.- Specific temperature &O/&ad
at the wall of a
pipe in hi@-speed gas flow
(ScliirokoW). &e = excess tern- *9
perature of body over air stream,
sad = adiabatic temperature rise.
l8
Figure l.- Temperature variation
in the boundary layer
of a high-speed gas flow.
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Figure 3.- Specific temperature
of flat plate in
high-speed axial flow (Schirokow).
Transition of laminar to turbulent
bou.ridarylayer flow at Re = 5%105.
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Figs., 4,5,8
Figure 4.- Test specimens:
A, oylinder in
transverse flow; B to E,
pitot-tube thermometer;
a, brass tube; b, junction;
c, thermocouple; d,e, glass
tube; f, synthetic resin-
insulating hose.
+
Figure 5.- Experimental set-up;
a, pressure$c~her” *
b, pressure line; c, nozzle;
d, test model; e,f, stirrup;
g, thermocouple.
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Figure 8,- Ratio tie/ti~for axial wires.
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Figure ?.- Ratio @e/dad
for cylinder
in transverse flow plotted
against Machts number.
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